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Successful Awards
1. Matched funder’s interest(s).

2. Followed directions: succinct, no typos, grammatical and/or numerical errors.

3. Submitted proposal prior to the deadline.

4. Made a logical argument.

5. Demonstrated that you understand the problem, have a solid plan, and intend to produce 
results.

6. Demonstrated that plan is focused on people served and issues that it will address (focus on 
your mission).

7. Proposal is based on facts based on data, experience, client input, and best practices.
Source-SANS



Preparation is KEY
Do your homework!!

Most work will be done prior to writing.

Learn as much about the sponsor as possible. Link up with sponsor who is interested in your 
problem.

Request examples of funded proposals and study them.

Refer to “How-To” materials (sponsor guidelines).

Reach out to others who have submitted – have experienced colleagues review and 
provide comments to you.

Source-Regina A. Smith



The Key to cultivating a grant-seeking culture
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Partnership between RAS and PI
Define opportunity: Identify funding

-Locate and select funding opportunity
-Secure and thoroughly review guidelines 

Develop proposal: Outline required information/application sections

-Draft the following:
 Title, Summary/Abstract
 Introduction/Literature Review
 Problem/Need Statement
 Objectives
 Methods/Action Plan
 Evaluation Plan
 Budget and Justification

Determine submission status: Review, revise, and submit



Responsibilities

 Address grant search requests

 Verify eligibility

 Assist with proposal development

 Initiate/monitor internal approval process

 Ensure submission deadlines are met 

 Track Notification & Verification of award status 

 Notify PI of grant determination – if awarded, 
serve as liaison between PI, funding agency 
and assigned Grant Accountant (Post Award) 

Principal Investigator

 Serve as the financial manager for all 
charges to the grant

 Hire personnel 

 Make all travel arrangements

 Submit any telecommunications work 
order requests (phone and faxes)

 Insure compliance with contracts and 
continuity of funding 

Research Administration Staff



Kipling’s School of Thinking
Questions are the answer…

Concept

What

When

Where

Why

How

Who



Ask the questions:
Who…. is asking for the submission?.…is in the target population?

What….is being asked?....is the need?....is the funder’s proposed target 
population?.... are you actually going to propose to meet the goals and 
objectives?

When…. is this (the proposal submission, letter of intent, etc.) due?.…will we find 
time to coordinate the effort in pulling the proposal together?
(
Where…. will this project take place?.…will you get the Matching funds (if 
required)?

Why…. this project?….this target population?….do you want to do this?….do you 
think my organization can handle the funding or level of reporting that is 
required?

How…. will you do this work/project?….will you pull together the effort to write 
the proposal?….will you pull together the players to implement the project?

Source-HHS, HRSA



Key Components - #1

- Clearly describe the nature & extent of the problem 
facing those you plan to serve or the need for 
research

- Examine the impact of the problem and the benefits 
to be derived

- Use data as evidence to validate the importance of 
your project/research

- Convince the reviewer that your approach is one of 
the best possible choices

- Set goals and objectives for effectively addressing 
the problem 

- Use objectives as the roadmap to achieving 
the established goals (2-5 at the most, 
average number of goals is 3)

- Develop an action plan /methods for how 
you will achieve the set objectives 

- Determine the effectiveness of the plan 
through a carefully designed evaluation

Internal or external evaluators

Progress measurability schedule

Dissemination plan 

Technical Narrative



Key Component - #2

 Direct Costs: items that are easily and specifically identified and attributed to your 
program/project.

 Indirect Costs (IDC): general support for research, public service, and instructions. They 
represent expenses for the university’s operations as a whole.

 Cost Share: the portion of the sponsored program/ project not covered by sponsor.

 Modified Total Direct Costs: the total direct costs minus equipment, tuition, participant 
support costs, scholarships, fellowships, and portion of sub-grants/subcontracts (in excess of 
first $25K).

Budget
…the numbers matters

Direct Costs + Indirect Costs = Total Budget Request 



Budget Justification – Tips 

 Include sufficient resources needed to carry out the program/project – provide a 
detailed explanation of costs significant to what’s being proposed!

document the basis used for calculating the costs

 Align with sponsor budget guidelines: 

make sure to meet sponsor requirements and that all expenses are allowable
if guidelines specify required budget forms, use only line items on that form

the guidelines will state if matching or a cost share is required

 Describe each line item in narrative form – the justification must match in terms of dollar 
amounts and language 

“Remember, grant funding is a competitive situation…”



Support Makes the 
Difference…

o Have a worthy idea and a willingness to 
personally commit, pay attention to detail 
and see the project through.

o Encourage them to use their expertise to 
produce results and educate others. Tell 
the story. No one can tell it better than the 
expert (PI). Make the funder want to fund 
the project through their passion.

o Be prepared by following instructions, able 
to perform simple math and ask for help.

As Research Administrative Staff, we are 
expected to support our faculty:
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